March 5, 2019

Dear Legislators,

As parents and concerned citizens we are writing in support of Bill House Bill 7218 also known Ethan's Law.

Our shoreline town was rocked last January 31st by the untimely and tragic death of Ethan Song. The only silver lining in this tragedy is that it woke our community from our obliviousness about gun violence.

The town of Guilford prides itself in protecting our young people. Led by the amazing strong Song Family we have added gun storage safety to list of ways to actively keep our community safe. Safe gun storage just makes sense and will greatly impact the number of preventable gun deaths.

Please help Connecticut lead the way and a positive example to other states. This bill is a common sense approach to saving lives lost as a result of unsecured guns.

Sincerely,
Jenifer McShane & Peter Marks
9 Covey Crossing
Guilford CT 06437